
We are teaming up with

awesome organizations and

communities in 350+ cities

worldwide to find, document,

and share nature in our

neighborhoods!

What is the 

How can we

participate?

What is community

science?

Who is 

    City Nature Challenge?

     LA Nature for All?

Get to know LA wildlife and green

spaces, bring the outdoors into every

day life

Participate safely, on your own time,

from your backyard, local parks and

neighborhood walks 

JOIN TEAM



April 30 - May 3 2021: 

take photos of wild

plants and animals

May 4 - 9 2021:

identify what's been

found

May 10 2021: 

results announced

City Nature Challenge 2021

In the weeks leading up to

the challenge, LA Nature for

All will be connecting to

nature as a community

 Read on to see how

Available on www.iNaturalist.org 
Apps through the Apple and Google Play stores

get an iNaturalist account (it's free!)

learn more at www.CityNatureChallenge.org



following on Instagram and Facebook @LANatureForAll

Tag your Nature in LA posts with

 #NatureinLA #LANatureforAll #CityNatureChallenge

Practice sharing your observations on our

year-round citizen science iNaturalist project:

bit.ly/iNatLANFA

Sign up for the City Nature Challenge newsletter on

LANatureforAll.org

Tips from guest experts to find and photograph wild plants

and animals.

Events to learn how to use iNaturalist and stretch our

community science muscles together on LA Nature for All’s

year-round iNaturalist Project: bit.ly/iNatLANFA

Special features on the diverse landscapes and wildlife

communities in LA County, exploring them safely and the

issues that challenge them today.

Great conversations and support as we tackle this challenge

together.

in the weeks leading up to the City Nature Challenge, LA
Nature for All will be learning, discovering and exploring as a
community with: 

Join us by



www.LANatureforAll.org
@LANatureforAll

There's power in numbers and YOUR unique observational skills! Between

the gardeners, runners, hikers, workers on the graveyard shift, kids to

elders, we all have a unique way of seeing our natural world. What you

find and share to iNaturalist becomes data that helps scientists

understand LA County nature, which helps inform policies that impact our

neighborhoods and natural world. 

"Citizen science is the practice of public
participation and collaboration in scientific
research to increase scientific knowledge.
Through citizen science, people share and

contribute to data monitoring and collection
programs."

Our mission is to build a diverse base of support to ensure that everyone in

the Los Angeles area has equitable access to the wide range of benefits

which nature provides. We’re committed to building support to protect,

create access to our forests, rivers, and parks, and developing a new

diverse generation of environmental leaders and stewards who connect to

and care for our public lands.

Community/Citizen science only
works with people like you!

-www.NationalGeographic.org

Who is LA Nature for All?


